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"Defunded police departments laid off experienced and qualified officers. Will they be back?" reader Jacquelyn Soniat asks.
We Hear You: Woke Employees, Race in Schools, and Defunded Police
Plus: Challenging "getting it first vs. getting it right," data journalism for marginalized communities, and determining what news
organizations cover as terrorism.
Do journalists “hide behind” sources when they use numbers in the news?
Three days into the ban placed by the Federal Government on use of Twitter, the General Overseer of the Redeemed Christian
Church of God (RCCG), Pastor Enoch Adejare Adeboye, has defended his ...
Adeboye, Kumuyi defend Twitter use as envoys again reject ban
What follows is the sixth instalment of When Sons Become Daughters, a seven-part Quillette series that explores how parents
react when a son announces he wants to be a girl—and explains why so ...
When Sons Become Daughters, Part VI: Asexuality, Intelligence, and the Trans Co-Option of Intersex Discourse
What were once seen as vulnerabilities or deficiencies are now regarded in a similar way to an anterior cruciate ligament
injury: fixable.
Why Do So Many Athletes Have Mental Health Issues?
A range of languages are explored, both imported (ex-colonial) and indigenous African, and case studies from different spheres
of public discourse ... social context. The focus on language as an agent ...
The Transformative Power of Language
It also examines some of the linguistic features found in the relevant ... syntactic and modality realizations in this discourse
type seen as language in use and social interaction,... The two primary ...
Legal Discourse across Cultures and Systems
A prominent figure in the field of sociology, he had a particular interest in political discourse, mass media’s role in social
change, and social movements Retired Professor of Sociology William ...
In Memoriam: William Gamson
IRL is a fast-growing social network startup aimed at, well, anyone under 25. And it just became a you-know-what: ...
Newly minted social events unicorn snags $170M to 'be of service to humanity'
Damion Thomas is curator of sports at the Smithsonian National Museum of African American History and Culture; he holds a
doctorate in U.S. history and his fields of expertise include African American ...
San Diego History Center hosts ‘thought exercise’ on Black Lives Matter movement
Bengali exceptionalism trumped Hindu identity in a no-holds-barred electoral battle, strengthening the local party and
weakening the national one.
Modi’s BJP Lost to Mamata’s TMC Because of Bengali DNA
this book provides powerful insights into the ways that ideology and commonplace misconceptions impact the social
construction of domestic violence. It will be invaluable to students and researchers ...
Narratives of Domestic Violence
Last week, ArchDaily sat down with co-founder, Design Principal and CEO of Coop Himmelb(l)au, Wolf D. Prix for his thoughts
on the future of construction and the role of the architect in an ...
Architecture News
De Paul Treatment Centers in downtown Portland has a new name and, very soon, it will have a new home. The alcohol and
drug treatment provider rebranded to Fora Health, and come early fall, will ...
Portland addiction treatment center to exit downtown digs for $27.6M east county facility
the story of a rookie journalist who lost her job because of the way she used social media to discuss the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict, will have faded from the discourse. Her firing will become ...
Journalists can tweet about Black Lives Matter but not about Palestine
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On Tuesday, President Museveni named his new 81-member Cabinet, with notably more women than ever in his previous
appointments. Our count shows women number 37 in the line-up of ministers that ...
Why Museveni went for women in Cabinet jobs
He was asking Republicans in the Missouri state legislature not to ban his 12-year-old transgender daughter from playing
sports with other ... a model for civil discourse – regardless of the ...
Today’s Premium Stories
shape public discourse in misleading ways. We found that in its public statements and promotional materials, the company
consistently uses rhetoric aimed at shifting responsibility for climate ...
Op-Ed: Are we finally willing to limit the supply of fossil fuels?
We conducted a quantitative assessment of how oil giant ExxonMobil has used language to subtly, yet systematically, shape
public discourse in misleading ways. We found that in its public statements ...
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